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The new Baker R&D Bike is exactly that: 
Mechanical Art. Look at the bike and you’ll 
find styling queues from the 50’s era twisting 
into the present, from the modern Rolling 

Thunder frame and brake setup, to the early old school 
rocker clutch, tank setup and Baker’s new tin-type-
looking primary. Chad Behrendt, one of Baker’s fine 
engineers, was given the task of creating this masterpiece 
by transforming a Shovelhead mule test bike, fondly 
called “Agent Orange” around the Baker headquarters. 
The only thing kept from the test mule was the frame, in 
which Chad and co-engineer at Baker, Andy Friar, cut 
up and made into their own. They shaved some years off 
of the frame by converting it to fit their Baker 4 speed 
with Jockey top, and welded up a hidden electrical box 
underneath/behind the transmission for all the electronics 
to rest. Don’t look now, Bert, but the Panhead motor you 
see here was stolen out of one of your show bikes. Baker 
added the newly released Stash Tube to the front for that 
old generator look, and what better way to add that old 
school feel but with a 5 ½” over springer front end from 
Sugar Bear. With old style bars, 2” were taken out of the 
middle to keep everything slick and narrow as possible. 

Check out Baker’s new Billet TTP “Tin Type 
Primary” with modern starter: this jewel captures the 
essence of that old nostalgic tin. Inside this primary is a 
new clutch Baker is releasing for Shovelhead riders or 
for that custom cat. There’s also fully polished Akront 
rims and hubs from Billet Boys, front and back, matched 
with Performance Machine calipers.  What started life 
as a replica 2 piece 3.5 gallon tank was sectioned and 
chopped to create a more streamlined one piece version. 
Mounted on top is a retro style Auto Meter speedo 
captured in a one of a kind billet dash, giving the bike 
an old Crocker feel. Chad loves stainless steel, and you 
can see this throughout the bike, from the rear fender 
struts to the top motor mount, and from the exhaust 
pipes and brackets to the peg mounts, all polished up to 
match the paint. Speaking of paint, Chad had Troy Snow 
of T-Snow Customs paint the frame with cool vanilla, 
mixed with gold tangerine pearl, and the tins are covered 
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Don’t look now, Bert, but the Panhead 
motor you see here was stolen out of one 
of your show bikes. ”“
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with House of Kolors candy: pagan gold with tangerine 
orange, giving the bike a hot rod, yet traditional 50’s 
look. All pinstriping was done by Customs Designs 
proprietor and artist, Gary Floate.

The attention to detail on this bike is there. Just take 
a look at the gear shift and oil filler cap, which have 
floating gears, and the “MADE IN USA” badge signed 
by Bert Baker.  All the parts were given that special touch 
and thought. The seat speaks for itself, handcrafted by 
Michigan’s own Ivan Iler at Hammer in Hand Cycles. 

Not at all what you would expect from a R&D test bike, 
but I can’t think of a better way to display your products 
than on a rolling piece of mechanical art. There are too 
many items to list, so for more details on how to get your 
hands on these innovative components to take your bike 
back in time, or for details, contact Baker Drivetrain  at 
1-877-640-2004, or visit www.Bakerdrivetrain.com.
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